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"Use This Powerful New Software To Literally Force Your Visitors To Buy Your Products, Spend More

Money, And Keep Coming Back For More!" "Don't Wait Another Minute!..." Smart Marketers All Over the

Web Are Already Discovering How Sales Intimidator Sends More Visitors Scrambling For Their Credit

Cards As Fast And As OFTEN As They Possibly Can Let's get right to it..... To make more money from

your website, you need to increase conversions on the traffic you are already getting. You need your

sales page to sell more copies, and you need your visitors to spend more money with you. The "Sales

Intimidator" Does Exactly That! This is the FIRST HIT of the 1-2-3 Punch that Sales Intimidator delivers.

This is NOT a "ploy", these are the ACTUAL copies remaining before this offer is gone FOREVER. (See

Live Counter up Top) Showing your visitor the copies remaining does two things for you... First, the falling
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number provides a sense of urgency for your prospect, and the lower it goes, the more it works....

Another advantage is it provides what is known as "social proof" that others are buying this product too -

"so it must be great!" We are instinctive creatures, and when we see others doing something, we have

more confidence in our decision to do it too. The SECOND BLOW is that the user cannot leave the page,

come back later and still get your reduced price! When the user refreshes the sales page, or leaves and

comes back later, they will automatically be redirected to your "page 2 offer". This page will have another

offer for the visitor, only at a higher price. Just as we've done for this very page! You will make more

money by TURNING PEOPLE AWAY from your discount offer when they don't take advantage within

your time limit, or if they don't order right away! Get The SOURCECODE and Private Label Rights to This

Powerful Tool for Only $7.99 Now, this isn't like the commercials on TV that say "Order in The Next 10

minutes and get everything under the sun as an added bonus for FREE!" We all know that they are just

using another ploy, and that we can call the 800# THREE WEEKS from now, and STILL get the same

deal, same price, same bonus. NOT TRUE When You Use Sales Intimidator! Now when you give your

visitors a countdown, YOU MEAN IT! As an example, I've already told you that you are witnessing our

software in action before your very eyes, and when this timer above expires, you will have to pay 2X as

much for this very same software! NO SECOND CHANCES! Why would you want to do this? SCARCITY.

I want the owners of this product to have a valuable tool that not everyone is using - yet. We know that

THOUSANDS want this powerful tool, but we are only releasing 100 PLR copies - EVER. We know that

since we are releasing only 100 copies, they will all sell out, so the more we can sell each copy for, the

more money we will make! See how this works yet? Also, when I told you NOT to refresh this page, I

wasn't kidding! Some of you know this first hand, because now you are stuck on page 2, and will be

emailing me asking if you can still order for the lower price, telling me how your browser froze, your

spouse called you to dinner, you had to let the dog out...etc.... I won't be responding to ANY of those

emails, so please don't write. Everyone has an equal shot at getting a copy here, so we play fair. (Sorry I

warned you!) It's to YOUR advantage (and your customer's when they visit YOUR offers) to secure your

copy before the timer expires. Luckily we gave you plenty of time right? ;-) With that being said, when you

click the order button you will gain access to this powerful script that comes with Unrestricted Private

Label Rights!* * THE "PRIVATE LABEL RIGHTS" PACKAGE IS OPTIONAL - THERE IS ALSO A

"PERSONAL USE" COPY OR A "MASTER RESALE RIGHTS" COPY AVAILABLE BELOW. That's right.



UNRESTRICTED RIGHTS, which means you can do anything you want with it! The Private Label Rights

Package Includes: Your Own Copy of Sales Intimidator! Unlimited Domain Licence! Full

UNRESTRICTED Private Label Rights to Sales Intimidator, to use ANY way you wish! Copy of This

Salespage! Graphics and .PSD Files for Easy Editing! Unencrypted Sourcecode and Full Sourcecode

Rights to Add, Subtract, or Edit ANY Way You Want! Bonuses Below! So, What Can You Do With This

Package? Well, since you get Unresticted Private Label Rights, you can do virtually anything you want!

Here are just a few examples: Use it yourself. Sell it "as-is" Sell it in a package. Sell the private label

rights to others. Sell master rights. Rebrand it to sell under a different name. Rebrand it and sell it as a

turnkey solution. Add it to a membership site....And Anything Else You Can Think Of!
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